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CAPLA Calendar
Venues for CAPLA courses are sponsored by companies who support our Adopt-a-Course program. We would like to
thank our ongoing sponsors in this program. Without you we wouldn’t be able to offer these great courses. If you or
your company would like to be a part of or obtain more information about the Adopt-a-Course program, please contact
matt@caplacanada.org for program details.

CAPLA 2013 COURSE CALENDAR
Please continue to watch the website and ebulletins for updates.

Date

Time

Course Name

Venue Sponsor

June 14

8:30am - 4:30pm

Business and Contract Law

Pandell

June 18

8:30am - 12:00pm

Intro to Land

Devon Canada Corporation

June 20

8:30am - 12:00pm

Notice of Assignment - Advanced

Cenovus Energy

June 20

8:30am - 4:30pm

Third Party Agreements

ARC Resources Ltd.

Sept 19

8:30am - 12:00pm

Freehold Lessor Estates

TBD

Oct 8

8:30am - 4:30pm

Oil and Gas Game

PennWest Exploration

CAPLA 2013 EVENTS CALENDAR
For a full events list, please check the CAPLA web page.

Wednesdays Our Toastmasters Club meets every Wednesday at noon at Eighth Avenue Place
June 18

Lunch ‘n Learn – Jim MacLean – So You Think You Can Lead

June 20

CAPLA/IRWA Pre Stampede Party

Sept 24

Lunch ‘n Learn – Jim Ellis – CEO, Alberta Energy Regulator

Oct 1

Leadership Breakfast – Steve Zanini – Toxic Workplaces

Oct 22

Lunch ‘n Learn – Stay tuned for more details

Oct 24

20th Anniversary Celebration

Nov 18

Surface Land Summit

Nov 19

Leadership Breakfast – Murray Hiebert – Selling Your Professional Ideas and
Recommendations

Dec 5

Holiday Celebration
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New Board Represents CAPLA’s Diversity
by Cathy Lotwin and Cathy Miller
Taking on the role of a Board Member for a large and
dynamic not-for-profit organization such as CAPLA is both
rewarding and challenging. There is the opportunity for
personal growth and the chance to shape the future of
both our organization and our discipline. At the same
time, it also takes vision, commitment and dedication to
fulfill the responsibilities and accountabilities of the role
and to ensure that the organization is continually evolving
and working in the best interests of our members, both for
today and for the future.

land systems development, implementation, conversion,
training and support; and special projects.

This year’s slate of Board members, who were elected at
our AGM on May 2, is representative of the diversity of
the organization itself. We are fortunate to have members
from small and large organizations, oil and gas producers
and service companies. Together they bring a broad range
of backgrounds and expertise in a variety of land and
land-related areas of the business.

An inaugural member of the Canadian Association of
Petroleum Land Administration, Cathy has held numerous
volunteer positions within the organization including
several conference portfolio chairing roles; an early board
role as Director of Information Systems; member, Chair
and Co-Chair of the CAPLA Leadership Forum; and most
recently as a Director and then Vice-President of CAPLA.

With that, we are very pleased to introduce to you:

Complimenting her energy industry experience, Cathy has
also been a facilitator of personal development workshops
and a personal coach.

THE CAPLA 2013/2014 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Cathy Lotwin, President
Cathy Lotwin is the Team Lead, Land
Reporting, Integration and Metrics
at Talisman Energy Inc. A land asset
management specialist for over 20 years,
Cathy’s experience includes positions
in a number of oil and gas exploration
companies, as well as with an oil and
gas software and service provider. She
has held responsibilities in many jurisdictions throughout
Western Canada and the United States. Her experience
includes mineral lease administration; contracts analysis;
land and interdepartmental business process design;
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In addition to the positions she has held in industry, Cathy
has shared her knowledge with hundreds of students as
an instructor in SAIT’s Petroleum Land Administration
program. A strong supporter of the land discipline, she
holds memberships in two US associations: the American
Association of Professional Landmen and the National
Association of Lease and Title Analysts.

Michelle Sportak, Vice President
Michelle began working as a mineral
land administrator in the oil and gas
industry in 2006. Michelle has worked
as an administrator and contract
analyst with teams in both Alberta and
Saskatchewan. As a contracts landman
at a private company she is responsible
for all aspects of land.
Michelle started volunteering with CAPLA in 2007 as the
Board Development Committee chair. Most of her time in
this position involved assisting the board in its transition to a

board of governance, and seeing the benefits this has created
for the health and sustainability of the Board of Directors,
and the benefits for CAPLA’s membership. Michelle served
the Board of Directors as Treasurer from 2011 to 2013.
Tracey Stock, Treasurer
Tracey has more than 30 years of
experience in the energy sector and has
been a CAPLA member since 1997. He
is a lawyer and professional engineer
actively consulting in oil and gas. His
background includes leadership in
land administration, A&D, corporate
and commercial law, land systems,
conversions, negotiations, GIS, reservoir engineering, and
economic evaluations. Evenings often find Tracey teaching
business law and land administration at Mount Royal
University and SAIT, and intellectual property law and
information systems management in the MBA program at the
University of Calgary. He also teaches surface and mineral
A&D administration for CAPL and business law for APEGA.
Tracey helped develop questions for the CAPLA certification
exams and has been a member of the Surface Land

Administration Advisory Committee. He chaired the A&D
Subcommittee of the Education Development Committee.
He has also been a guest speaker with the CAPLA Lunch ‘n
Learn program and the CAPLA Breakfast Series. He was a
panel member at the 2011 Surface Land Summit and was a
speaker at the 2012 and 2013 CAPLA Conference.
Bente Nelson, Past President
As Past President of CAPLA’s Board of
Directors, Bente led the development
and implementation of a five-year
strategic plan while moving CAPLA
away from an operational board model
to a governance model focused on
vision, strategy and policy.
Bente was the Manager of Surface Land Asset Management
in a large oil company, responsible for all aspects of
surface land asset management through the life cycle of a
well including systems and reporting. She also led a large
variety of projects and initiatives aligned to the company’s
strategic direction and value creation. She has significant
expertise in creating cultures of high performance aligned
to operational and strategic business drivers, gained over

This
conversation
will open
doors.
ACCESS MADE EASY.
LandSolutions offers world-class expertise, local knowledge, and the full range of land acquisition and management,
public consultation, and environmental planning services to meet all of your land needs. Whether large or small,
surface or mineral, complex or simple, our network of field offices staffed with experienced landmen and land
administrators bring in-depth knowledge and established landowner relationships to your project. Land access
isn’t easy, but that is why our clients choose us. Let us show you the way.

Call 1-866-834-0008 to learn more about our services and book a complimentary consultation.

WWW.LANDSOLUTIONS.CA
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30 years in various surface land leadership roles, always
with an approach of full engagement and collaboration
with staff and internal/external stakeholders. She has also
been involved in many initiatives to raise awareness and
trust in our profession.
Bente is a licenced land agent, a certified coach with
almost 1400 hours of experience in individual and team
coaching, and currently owner/president of SFE Consulting
Inc. Bente is known for her vision, strategic planning and
strong execution abilities, along with her creative, authentic
and motivational approach to achieve better results both
personally, professionally and organizationally.
Nadene Bateman, Director
Nadene began her career in surface
land in 1997. She has been engaged as
a consultant for oil and gas companies
and consulting firms, all focused on
surface land. In 2006, with a strong
team in place, Nadene co-founded
Taylor Land Services, a consulting
company that takes a comprehensive,
hands on approach to surface rights. Nadene currently
serves as President of Taylor Land Services and manages
the administration team.
Nadene has been a longstanding member of CAPLA and
began volunteering in 2011. She is a former member of
the SLAAC committee and has recently joined the Surface
Education Subcommittee. Nadene continues to be a strong
voice for the surface land community within CAPLA.
Darlene Belland, Director
Darlene began her career in the oil and
gas industry over 20 years ago and has
been involved in all aspects of land in
both large and small companies. During
this time she developed an expertise in
Saskatchewan land and was a CAPLA
volunteer for the committee developed
by ISC when Saskatchewan Land Titles
converted all paper files to electronic (online) titles. She also
volunteered for CAPLA on numerous occasions including the
team developed for Alberta Crown transitioning to ETS and
during the process of standardizing Continuation Packages.
Throughout her career, Darlene’s broad knowledge of land
has allowed her to mentor numerous junior colleagues
6
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in developing their careers in industry. Darlene joined
CAPLA shortly after the organization got started and brings
energy, commitment and determination to our association.
Chris MacLellan, Director
Chris began working as a mineral
land administrator in the oil and
gas industry in 2007 with Suncor
Energy Inc. Since early 2008 Chris
has been handling the day-to-day
administration of properties in both
Alberta and British Columbia. He is
always looking to build on his land
knowledge base and in 2010 he added the administration
of Saskatchewan to his daily work load. In March 2011,
Chris moved over to Rife Resources Ltd. to concentrate
on freehold administration.
In addition to earning a Bachelor of Science Degree
from the University of Calgary, Chris also completed the
Petroleum Land, Contract & Administration Foundation
Certificate from Mount Royal College in 2008. In
December 2010 he completed the Petroleum Land,
Contract & Administration Advanced Certificate.
Chris has been a CAPLA member since 2007. In 2009 he
joined the Special Events Committee as a volunteer. That
summer he chaired the subcommittee responsible for
organizing the CAPLA golf tournament.
Yvette Miller, Director
While attending university, Yvette began
her career in the oil and gas industry
as a receptionist. Her intention was to
become a medical doctor, but the fastpaced oil and gas industry lured her
away and thus began her stimulating
and enthralling journey. Along the
way, Yvette earned a Petroleum Land
Administration Certificate from SAIT and has worked in
all aspects of land asset management, including mineral,
contract, surface, and acquisition and divestiture with
extensive experience in Western Canada, Northwest
Territories, Montana and North Dakota. Yvette now holds
the position of Manager, Mineral Land Asset Management
at Cenovus Energy Inc., leading the mineral, contract,
joint interest asset management and integrated acquisition
and divestiture teams.

After 22 exciting and challenging years in land asset
management, Yvette is passionate about education, leadership,
and championing energy asset management as an exceptional
and fulfilling career choice. An active member of CAPLA since
1996, Yvette has volunteered on several committees including
Leadership Forum, Education, and Conference.
Barb Nielsen, Director
In 1980 Barb began her career in land
at Petro-Canada as an administrative
assistant to the land manager. A few years
later, she accepted a position as a land
administrator in the BC area. Over the
past 27 years, Barb has worked as land
analyst in BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, Northwest
Territories and Alaska. Barb is currently a land analyst at
Husky Oil Operations Limited.
Barb had been involved as CAPLA’s Chair for the BC Tenure
Review Committee (predecessor to Government Relations,
BC) for approximately 10 years and was a member of
the 2000 Premier’s Award of Excellence bronze medal
recipient for the Alberta P&NG Tenure Review Project.
Ron Vermeulen, Director
Ron Vermeulen, P.Land, is VP Corporate
Development at LandSolutions LP. Ron
has over 28 years of experience in land
acquisition and management within the
energy industry.
Ron began his career as a field landman,
acquiring surface and freehold minerals
after three years in land surveying, then graduating from
Olds College. Ron held management positions within the
land and JI departments at different E&P companies prior
to the inception of LandSolutions LP in 2000 of which he
is the founder and former President before taking on his
new role.

Ron also provides educational instruction and presentations to
the University of Calgary, PLM and Energy Studies programs,
Olds College as well as conferences at CAPL, CAPLA and
CANWEA (Canadian Wind Energy Association). Ron and
his company LandSolutions have established their own
mentoring programs teaming up students with LandSolutions
employees to help develop future land professionals.
T. Cathy Miller, Chief Executive Officer
T. Cathy Miller accepted the position
of Chief Executive Officer of CAPLA
in July 2008. Cathy works with the
Board of Directors to implement the
strategic plan and leads the staff team
who manage the day-to-day operations
including member services and all
programs and events.
Cathy Miller, CAE (Certified Association Executive), is an
innovative and progressive leader with more than 30 years
of solid experience in the not-for-profit sector. Prior to
her work with CAPLA she held the positions of Executive
Director for the Calgary Emergency Women’s Shelter and
The Arthritis Society, Alberta & NWT Division.
Cathy has significant experience with voluntary boards
of directors, guiding change, creating strategies for
success, fundraising and building strong teams. Cathy
was presented with the 2011 Consumer Choice Business
Woman of the Year Award (Calgary).
The 2013/2014 CAPLA Board of Directors will have an exciting
and challenging year as we proceed on a full complement
of initiatives including a focus on our primary objective of
“Elevating the Profile of Land Asset Management.”

n

Ron was a member of the Advisory Council for CAPLA
for a number of years before joining the Board of
Directors. Currently, he is a member of the Olds College
Land Administration Advisory Board, CAPL Scholarship
Committee and the CAPLA Awards Committee. Past
positions include CAPL’s Board of Directors as well as
various land related committees promoting education,
professionalism and the land profession in general.
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CAPLA
Outstanding Volunteers and Corporations
Honoured at 2013 Awards Luncheon
by Katherine Matiko, CAPLA Communications Specialist; Photos: Paul Baker
Five outstanding volunteers and three corporations that
contributed significantly to CAPLA were honoured at the
annual Awards Luncheon May 2.
Brad Reynolds of ConocoPhillips Canada, serving as master
of ceremonies for the second year, said the awards ceremony
recognizes that CAPLA would not survive without its volunteers.
“From the time I began volunteering with CAPLA, I have
been continually impressed by the dedication, passion
and commitment of the great volunteers that we have
throughout our organization,” Brad told an audience of
170 at the Calgary Petroleum Club.

“Through their support, these companies and many like them
are helping CAPLA raise the professionalism of land asset
management and enhance our overall reputation within the
oil and gas industry,” said CAPLA’s CEO Cathy Miller.

CAPLA CHAMPION AWARDS
The first 2013 CAPLA Champion Award went to Devon
Canada, “a company that steps forward on a regular
basis and continues to be a strong leader within CAPLA,”
Brad said. Ann Dyck of Devon Canada, who accepted
the award, said her company is “supportive of CAPLA’s
efforts to build land asset management as a true portfolio
recognized and valued in the industry at large.”

Yvette Miller of Cenovus Energy said Cenovus was pleased
to be premier sponsor of the CAPLA awards, because they
embody the company’s goal to “inspire, lend a hand and
make communities strong.”
Caroline Mack is the recipient of this year’s Myra Drumm
Student Achievement Award. Caroline recently completed
the Petroleum Land Management program at the University
of Calgary. Caroline served as president of the Petroleum
Landman Undergraduate Society during her studies.
Honouring the founding member of CAPLA’s Mentoring
Program who passed away in 1999, this award recognizes
academic achievement, volunteer contributions and
work experience among land administration students
at SAIT, Mount Royal University, Olds College and the
University of Calgary. Through the generosity of Velvet
Energy Ltd., the recipient receives a $500 cash award,
a one-year CAPLA membership, a CAPLA course and
attendance at seminars, networking events and the
annual conference.
Every year, the CAPLA Board of Directors recognizes
companies in the oil and gas sector who have provided
leadership to our association through memberships,
volunteers, leadership, sponsorship and in-kind donations.
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CAPLA CEO Cathy Miller (left) and Past President Bente
Nelson (right) congratulate Ann Dyck of Devon Canada.
The next Champion Award recipient was LandSolutions LP, a
generous and longtime CAPLA sponsor and supporter. “We are
proud of what CAPLA has been able to do to raise awareness
of this profession,” said Ron Vermeulen, who accepted the
award on LandSolution’s behalf. “Part of our culture is to give
back and it is humbling to receive this award.”

Ron Vermeulen accepted a Champion Award on behalf of
LandSolutions LP.
Finally, Bill Giese of Synergy Land Services Ltd. accepted
a Champion Award in recognition of his company’s
“keen” support and encouragement of employees to
volunteer with CAPLA over the last few years.

Past President Bente Nelson (l) and CEO Cathy Miller (r)
congratulate Ashlee Rowland, this year’s Rising Star
Award recipient.

OUTSTANDING VOLUNTEER AWARD
The Outstanding Volunteer Award was presented to
Tracey Stock, a current member of the CAPLA Board of
Directors who has been “most generous in the service
of land administration” as an educator, volunteer,
mentor and visionary. “It is my privilege to be engaged
as a volunteer with CAPLA and I encourage everyone to
become involved,” Tracey said as he accepted his award.

Bill Giese and his team from Synergy Land Services Ltd.
received a Champion Award.

RISING STAR AWARD
The Rising Star Award is presented to an active CAPLA
member who for five years or less has made outstanding
contributions to the association. This year’s recipient,
Ashlee Rowland, was “instrumental in promoting CAPLA
to the next generation of members through her work
as past chair of the Conference Committee, working
with the Events Committee and most recently taking
on a role as Co-Chair of the Education Development
Committee,” Brad said.

Tracey Stock is this year’s Outstanding Volunteer. He
accepted his award from President Cathy Lotwin and
CEO Cathy Miller.

NEXUS – June 2013
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PRESIDENT’S AWARDS
Two President’s Awards were presented this year to
recognize the contributions of CAPLA members with at
least 10 years of service to the organization.

serve with me on the certification team. I treasure the
memories we all share.”
“Active participation in CAPLA can help you get so much
more out of your career,” he said.

Deborah Godfrey of TAQA North Ltd. has been a CAPLA
member for more than 15 years, serving on many
committees including the P&NG Information Tenure
Exchange Committee and the Certifications Committee.
“Deborah has raised the profile of land administration
both within the industry and outside of it,” Brad said.
“She has been a great mentor for junior administrators
entering the field.”

Kevin MacFarlane was recognized for his dedication to
CAPLA over the past 16 years.
CAPLA would like to thank the 2013 Awards Luncheon
sponsors Cenovus Energy Inc., Encana Corporation,
Devon Canada Corporation, Talisman Energy Inc., and
Velvet Energy Ltd.

President’s Award recipient Deborah Godfrey and her
daughter.
“I work for a great company that supports my involvement
with CAPLA,” Deborah said. “Whatever I’ve given to
CAPLA, I got back tenfold in education and relationships.”
The second President’s Award recipient was Kevin MacFarlane,
a land administration consultant who has “worked to steer the
direction of CAPLA through his volunteerism and passion”
for the past 16 years, Brad said. “He helped to take CEAMS
(Centre for Energy Asset Management Studies) from an idea
to an actual program and he has raised the profile of CAPLA
through his work on the Certification Committee which he
chaired for nine years.”
Kevin, whose wife and daughter attended the luncheon,
dedicated his award to “the many talented people who
10 CAPLA – Canadian Association of Petroleum Land Administration

Thank you to CAPLA Awards Committee members
who work all year to promote the awards program,
encourage nominations and select award recipients:
Audrey Atkins, Aqua Slug Services; Debbie Degenstein,
Pinnacle Consulting; Lynn Gregory, Velvet Energy; Craig
Johnstone, Enerplus; Jim Maclean, Talisman Energy;
Angie Martin, Husky Energy Inc.; Ron Vermeulan, Land
Solutions LP; Sherry Batke, Encana Corporation; Craig
Stayura, Mosiac Energy Ltd.; Cathy Miller, CAPLA;
Brad Reynolds, ConocoPhillips; and Linda Bernier,
Independent Consultant.

n

Article
Using CAPLA’s Land Asset Management
PowerPoint Presentation
by Ron Vermeulen, Vice President, Corporate Development, LandSolutions LP
As a service provider and one that includes managing
client’s assets, we often come across organizations that may
not have a full appreciation of the importance of managing
land assets effectively, or even properly. If a company has
been started by non-land disciplines or its core business is
not associated with the typical oil and gas producer model,
it is an honest lack of awareness — at least initially.
We had the opportunity to use CAPLA’s Land Asset
Management presentation while working with a client last
summer. Our company was approached to help them get
an understanding of what they had, what their needs were
and to fix some of the issues they were facing relative to
missed rentals, agreements in default and loss of rights
due to a number of different reasons.

The Jaguar Land Group Ltd.
specializes in the following land
administration capacities:
• Acquisitions and Divestitures
(pre-closing, closing and postclosing)
• Contract, Mineral, Surface and
JV file maintenance
• Data Integration and Land
System Conversions
• Due Diligence
• Project Management
• Mentoring
Our goal is to assist your
organization in meeting its
objectives for completion
of land administration work,
on time and on budget.

T. 403.718.0525 | F. 403.264.0703 | WWW.JAGUARLAND.CA
SUITE 1150, 736 SIXTH AVE. S.W., CALGARY, AB T2P 3T7

This particular company had been challenged with the
management of their land-related files for a number of
years. Its sparse land “department” reported to the legal
group and, as with many companies, only had interaction
with accounting and operations on an “as needed basis”
(such as communication from field operations to receive
new agreements taken for new acquisitions for projects
and interaction with accounting to pay rentals). Mineral
and contract agreements were few, but were still very
important for the business they were conducting.
After taking some time to audit the files and processes and
gain an understanding of how we could help, it became
apparent there was a lack of understanding as to the
importance of the land agreements and the obligations
associated with them over the long term.
Having attended the CAPLA meeting that rolled out the
Land Asset Management PowerPoint presentation, I knew
the presentation would be a valuable tool to educate our
client about the importance of the land discipline as it
relates to asset management.
We made some changes to the CAPLA PowerPoint
presentation in its present form, highlighting the
portions that we thought would be important relative
to our client’s type of business. Since our client was the
legal department within the company, they were well
aware of the importance of the terms of agreements.
However, they needed to ensure that operations and the
accounting groups were also appreciative of that fact and
of the risks involved with not understanding or being
unaware of the obligations involved. It was clear that the
end goal was to establish recognition of the value of land
asset management.
When reviewing the application of the presentation,
alignment to corporate strategy was somewhat important
as it related to risk management, but it was not necessarily
the primary goal. This was ensuring a presence and input at
NEXUS – June 2013 11

the decision-making table was applied from an operational
perspective in addition to an obvious one for this particular
client, which was adequate resourcing.
The audience for the presentation would be field operations
staff as well as the accounting group in a separate setting.
With the audience as a whole, we thought the slide entitled
“The Basic Asset Lifecycle” would help them understand
the “cradle-to-grave” step. Important slides to include were
those that outlined how we, in land, provide value overall.
Managing risk and ensuring compliance were important
points. We gave examples from their own company, relative
to the disciplines within the audience, as to how their work
and operations were and could be affected if regulations
were not adhered — creating non-compliance and missing
obligations within land agreements.

Blue Shadows, Limestone Abstracts
The Canadian LandsCape CoLLeCTion | fine photography by steve speer
[t] 403.870.2020
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ENERGY ASSET MANAGEMENT
FIVE DISCIPLINES. ONE GREAT ASSET
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An important point when using this presentation is to adapt
it for the audience and speak to it, using examples relative
to your company or the individual department and the
specific discipline itself to make your points hit home. While
we are all passionate about what we do in land, we must
ensure we show our understanding of other department’s
part in the process and give them specific examples of how
we are expected to interact with each other.
Overall, the presentation was a very valuable tool and raised
the awareness within the company, ensuring appropriate
land support was in place, and processes and procedures
were followed. The presentation itself became a catalyst
for additional work required to create desperately-needed
processes if the company was to continue to grow and
operate unimpeded by missed obligations and noncompliance. The end result was properly managed land
assets through more efficient processes and adequate
resources in land, reducing penalties and eliminating costs
associated with a company history of reactive responses to
problems and situations caused by poor file management.

CY
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Hire a SAIT EAM Diploma graduate and get one great asset;
trained in Land (mineral, surface & contract), Joint Ventures, Ops Accounting,
Production Accounting and Wells/Facilities Asset Management.
To find out more, go to www.ceams.org

Post your positions at
http://www.ceams.org/employment_submit.html

411, 1500 – 14th St SW,
Calgary, AB T3C 1C9
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The CAPLA Land Asset Management PowerPoint
presentation titled “Value of Land Asset Management” is
available for all CAPLA members to use and can be found
on the CAPLA website in the leadership section (http://
www.caplacanada.org/leadership.aspx).
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Article
A Reminder: Two Versions of the NOA
by Cody McLean, Member of the Education Committee, A&D Subcommittee
I was reviewing a contract a couple of weeks ago and I
realized that a Notice of Assignment (NOA) served in 2008
was not the standard NOA prescribed in 1993, but one that
had been altered to add an extra clause specific to the actual
Sale Agreement between the Assignor and Assignee. Yikes!

attached to the Industry Agreement. Similarly, contracts
amended by or that incorporate the Assignment Procedure
should only use the Assignment Procedure, and the NOA
attached to it. My own observations suggest that the AP
version is the more prevalent one used by industry.

While there was nothing I could do about rejecting the
NOA, I did want to note the variance and contemplate the
contractual changes envisioned by the additional language.
It was at this point that I remembered, thanks to a discussion
with a work colleague, there were in fact two approved
NOAs to compare to, and not one.

In 1993, while computers were widely used in the workplace,
formatting was a challenge. In the authors opinion, point
five above, a formatting variance, should pragmatically be
used more on a contract by contract basis, rather than rely
strictly on which NOA version is used.

The 1993 Industry Agreement in Exhibit I, Schedule A (IA),
had one form of the Notice of Assignment, and at the same
time, the 1993 CAPL Assignment Procedure, Schedule A (AP)
had a slightly different NOA. This was written about in an
August 1994 NEXUS article.
The variations between the two are slight. Comparing the
two NOAs against the AP NOA:
1)	The IA contains the extra bolded word in paragraph
three “…intend to serve notice to current Third
Party to…”;
2)	The IA contains the extra bolded words in paragraph
four “…mutual advantages and benefits accruing to
the parties…”;
3)	Clause 6(ii) the IA contains the extra bolded word
“…and discharge the Assignor from…”;
4)	Clause 7 the IA contains the extra bolded word “…
omissions of the Assignor…”; and
5)	
Despite the singularity given to the definition of
Assignor and Assignee, the AP format provides for
execution by only one Assignor and one Assignee,
while the IA format provides for two Assignors and
two Assignees.
I doubt many readers have lost sleep over these differences.
Technically, agreements that do not specifically incorporate
the Assignment Procedure, and were amended by the
Industry Agreement, should only use the NOA in the form

While both the IA and AP require the strict adherence to only
the wording attached, there are two additional comments.
The first is that when they were introduced, some held this
strict adherence to using the actual schedules themselves – if
there were four underlined lines for the insertion of a detail
in the schedule, then four lines must appear on a served
NOA – thankfully common sense has moved us beyond this
point. Secondly, some NOAs have on very rare occasion had
the insertion of recitals (the ‘Whereas’ clauses) placed as a
preamble, and while thankfully very rare, these clauses can
provide insight into what has occurred without changing the
legal context and function of the NOA itself. While these
should be avoided, and their use should be an indicator that
some clarification agreement may be necessary, the author
has not seen a NOA rejected due to such insertions.
Time has passed. Many are not aware of this slight NOA
difference. In addition, land departments have established
precedent documents, or even made use of third party
programs that generate documents. As a result, unfortunately,
the use of these two NOAs on any individual contract has
become blurred. Common sense suggests that acceptance
of either form, regardless of the AP or IA origins should be
allowed, and indeed it has been a long time since I’ve seen
a NOA rejected for any of the five reasons noted above.
However, despite general tolerance for use of either AP
or IA NOA forms, both the Industry Agreement and the
Assignment Procedure make it clear that no other NOA
forms, variations, or modifications can be accepted.

n
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Article
THE KEY TO HAPPINESS IS
DISCOUNTS OF UP TO

25

%

Board Members
Move on to New
Roles

ON YOUR AUTO

INSURANCE

As a member of CAPLA you could save on your insurance with BrokerLink. For starters,
you could get a 15% discount just for being a CAPLA member and an additional 10% off
if you bundle your home and auto policies together. To learn more, or to see if you qualify
for preferred discounts, call, meet us in person or visit Brokerlink.ca.

Call us today for a quote: 1.(855).771.9438

Subject to policy conditions and exclusions. Insurance products provided by Novex Group Insurance. Services available in Alberta through Canada Brokerlink Inc. ™ BrokerLink is a trademark of Canada Brokerlink Inc. ©
Copyright 2012 Canada Brokerlink Inc. All rights reserved. Certain conditions apply to all discounts.

FOR 30 YEARS...
ENERGY IN NEGOTIATING

Melanie Storey

Marion Leonardo

Linda Kriff

Three members of the Board of Directors have moved on
to new roles within CAPLA this spring.
Melanie Storey recently completed her term as Past
President after serving on the Board of Directors for the
second time from 2009 to 2013. She continues to serve
CAPLA as a member of the Education Development Data
and Systems Subcommittee. Melanie is currently working
at ARC Resources Ltd. as Senior Business Analyst, Land.
Marion Leonardo, Supervisor, Mineral Land - Deep Basin/
Rimbey for ConocoPhillips Canada, joined the Board as a
Director in 2009. She will continue to share her government
experience as she represents CAPLA at Alberta Tenure
Industry Advisory Committee meetings.

Proven success for business, l and + the communit y

■■ Negotiating +
administering
surface rights
■■ Aquisitions + divestment
■■ Administration
outsourcing + data entry
■■ Freehold mineral
leasing + Crown landsales
IN CALGARY

403 243 5518
mslland.ca
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Linda Kriff, Senior Land Analyst at Husky Energy, served
on the CAPLA board for several months this year. She
is now Co-Chair of the new Government Relations
Committee, and will continue to represent CAPLA on the
Saskatchewan P&NG Customer Advisory Committee.
Thank you to Melanie, Marion and Linda for your
contributions to the Board of Directors and continued
dedication to our organization.

n

Article
The Value of Business Analysis in Surface
Land Departments
By Susan Hume, Senior Land Analyst & Business Analyst, TransCanada Pipelines Ltd.
If someone said to you,
“Please talk to the BA about
that,” what would you think?
Would
your
immediate
assumption be that you
should phone your IT
Department, or perhaps your
Accounting
department?
Would you know what they
were talking about?
As the International Institute
of Business Analysis (IIBA)
states, “Business Analysis is
a set of tasks and techniques used to work as a liaison
among stakeholders in order to understand the structure,
policies, and operations of an organization, and to
recommend solutions that enable the organization to
achieve its goals”. A Business Analyst enables these tasks
and techniques – like a practitioner – utilizing a set of
processes, templates and specific training acquired through
certification and experience. They are often referred to as
“change agents” as they are able to define organizational
needs and recommend solutions that can deliver value to
the stakeholders. This could include anything from process
improvement to strategic planning; sometimes it could also
include program/policy development.
Quite often too, you will find that the Business Analyst’s
title is not BA, but rather Systems Analyst, Process
Analyst, Product Managers, and the list goes on and on.
This also includes those who perform related disciplines
such as Project Management. Typically, however, in Land
Departments, they are known as Process Analysts, Land
Administrators or Systems Analysts just to name a few.
The Business Analysis Body of Knowledge (BABOK®
Guide) is “a globally recognized standard for the practice
of business analysis.” This guide serves as a baseline for
ensuring that the BA has the correct skills and competencies

to perform any of the key Knowledge Areas that a BA is
trained in. The key Knowledge Areas are:
1. Business Analysis Planning and Monitoring
2. Elicitation
3. Requirements Management and Communication
4. Enterprise Analysis
5. Requirements Analysis
These Knowledge Areas describe how the Business
Analyst is able to work through a business problem
through to solution. A BA that is fully competent in the
skills and knowledge required to fulfill the key tasks of
these areas will be able to determine the inputs for any
one Area, and work across the process accordingly. Using
these Knowledge Areas, a Business Analyst may:
1. Identify required stakeholders for the project, select
tools and techniques that will be most suitable and
appropriate for the project analysis, and monitor the
key tasks required;
2. Collect and understand the difference between the needs
vs. the wants of the stakeholders; know the concerns and
have a solid understanding of their environment;
3. Work with the stakeholders involved in the project
and diffuse conflict, issues and project changes;
4. Assist with staying within the project scope;
5. Knowledge share and ensure knowledge gained through
the lifecycle of the project is stored for future use;
6. Ensure the business need is clear and to consistently
revisit the definition throughout the lifecycle of the
project to ensure the business need still exists;
7. Draft business cases, project charters, and define
solution scope;
8. Ensure the stakeholder and solution requirements
are developed enough so a solution may go to
implementation with a plan that will meet the sponsor’s
and stakeholders’ expectations.
Below is an outline of how the BA may work through the
Knowledge Areas at any given time throughout the Project.
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CAPLA would like to thank the sponsors of our 2013
Annual General Meeting and Awards Luncheon

Business Analysts offer value to Surface Land Departments
by working on projects which require capturing current
state processes, and offering improvement on them. They
also assist with change management and implementation
of new ideas/solutions into the team. They can offer
assistance with risk assessments, SWOT Analysis and
encouragement to staff and the leadership to continuously
improve on the status quo.
Business Analysts come from many different profiles and
with different names and duties. CAPLA is looking to
poll its current association members that work in the “BA
Capacity” to build a new network and possibly a working
relationship between CAPLA and the IIBA (International
Institute of Business Analysis). If you work in a Land
Department, have a role that is BA driven, and have
more questions, please contact Cathy Miller with CAPLA
(cathy@caplacanada.org).

n

For more information on the IIBA: http://www.iiba.org/
For more information on the Business Analysis Extension
Certificate: http://www.mtroyal.ca/ProgramsCourses/

ContinuingEducation/businesstraining/
businessanalysis/
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Article
New Alberta Energy Regulator Enters
Phase One
Policy Management Office, Alberta Energy and Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resource Development
The Government of Alberta’s Regulatory Enhancement
Project is moving forward quickly. The Responsible Energy
Development Act will be proclaimed, in part, in June 2013,
establishing the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER). The AER
will become fully operational in phases over the next year,
which will ensure the transition is as smooth as possible.
In Phase I starting in June 2013, the AER will assume the
regulatory functions currently provided by the Energy
Resources Conservation Board (ERCB). This includes
considering applications and issuing approvals for upstream
oil, gas, oil sands and coal activities currently being carried
out by the ERCB under the energy-related enactments such
as the Energy Resources Conservation Act.
The AER will use familiar processes, timelines and fees that
stakeholders are accustomed to. Applications for items like
water licenses and public lands will continue to be managed
by Environment and Sustainable Resource Development
(ESRD). In Phase 1, ESRD will continue to regulate the
upstream oil, gas, oil sands and coal industries for related
public lands, managing the environment, conserving
and managing water and geophysical exploration (i.e.
those activities respectively under the Public Lands Act,
Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, Water
Act, and Part 8 Mines and Minerals Act).
The first phase will also usher in a new governance structure
to the AER, which includes a Board, Chief Executive Officer
and a roster of Hearing Commissioners. Open, national
recruitment campaigns were held to fill these positions.
Gerry Protti will serve as the AER’s first Board Chair, with Jim
Ellis as CEO. Board members and Hearing Commissioners are
expected to be in place when the AER is operational in June.
In subsequent phases over a 12 month period, the AER will
assume the upstream oil, gas, oil sands and coal regulatory
functions noted earlier and currently provided by ESRD.

The Alberta government is currently developing regulations
to support REDA, which will be implemented according
to the AER’s phased-in approach. To inform regulations
development, the government asked for input from all
Albertans on issues related to public participation in the new
regulatory process. From February to May 2013, government
held 19 general consultation sessions, an additional five First
Nations’ consultation sessions and two Métis consultation
sessions and meetings with key stakeholders.
An online survey, with the same questions posed in
consultation sessions, is available online until June 30, 2013 on
the Regulatory Enhancement website at: http:/www.energy.
alberta.ca/initiatives/regulatoryenhancement.asp/.
The government received valuable feedback from
Albertans and all input will be compiled and analyzed as
regulations are developed. Notes on each of the general
consultation sessions and an interim What We Heard report
are available on the Regulatory Enhancement website.
Similar reports from First Nations’ and Métis consultation
sessions will also soon be available on the website.
The AER will be an integrated energy resource regulator that
ensures Alberta’s regulatory system for upstream oil, gas, oil sands
and coal is efficient; supports the province’s competitiveness;
and effectively supports the achievement of Alberta’s public
safety, environmental management, and resource conservation
objectives, while respecting the rights of landowners.
The AER will be an independent, arm’s length agency. It will
be responsible for upstream energy development activities
from application to reclamation. As part of this system, the
Government of Alberta, in particular the departments of
ESRD and Energy will continue to be responsible for the
policy that the AER delivers.

n

For more information about REP and the AER, visit the
Regulatory Enhancement website at: http:/www.energy.
alberta.ca/initiatives/regulatoryenhancement.asp/.
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Nourish
Tired of Feeling Tired?
by TransCanada Health Services Team
Fatigue is something that affects us all; experts indicate
that 80% of adults will experience fatigue at some point
in their lives. Fatigue is the feeling of extreme tiredness,
exhaustion, sluggishness, sleepiness, often involving
muscle weakness. The major cause of fatigue is a lack of
sleep – more than just once AND over time.
Physical and mental activities tax your body so work plays
a role in causing fatigue, whether physically demanding
or working on a computer. The complexity of the task can
contribute to your levels of fatigue and less demanding
tasks need to be balanced with other mentally stimulating
tasks and broken up throughout the day.

STRATEGIES FOR STAYING ALERT, HEALTHY AND SAFE:
Remember that there are more effective ways to stay alert
than by drinking copious amounts of coffee! Consider the
following strategies:
• Keep lights bright on the job
• Keep your level of interest up
• Vary tasks frequently if possible

• Maintain ‘regular’ meal times and eat healthy snacks
•	Get up, move around, keep active and take short breaks
•	Drink caffeinated beverages only at the beginning of the day
It is important to maintain a proper sleeping habit, as we
need six to nine hours of restorative sleep every night.

SLEEP STRATEGIES
1. Personal Sleep Cycle
	
The best way to determine how much sleep your
personal sleep cycle needs is to record the start and
stop time of your sleep on the third consecutive day
of vacationing without an alarm clock.
2. Sleep Environment
	
Ensure that your bedroom is dark and quiet. Use
room-darkening shades and earplugs if necessary. The
temperature of your room should be 18 degrees, with
good air circulation. You want to train your mind and
body that your bed is a place for sleeping.
3. Relaxation: Make it a Routine
It is important to make bedtime a routine, so
that your body becomes relaxed and ready
for sleep. Wait until you are sleepy before
going to bed. Do something quiet and
relaxing like reading a book or magazine.
Once you begin to feel tired, then get into
bed. If you cannot sleep, don’t stay in bed,
get up – do something relaxing, try not to
read or watch TV, but rather flip through a
magazine and look at the pictures, as this is
not as stimulating.
If you continue to have consistent
and extended trouble sleeping after
implementing these tips, you may want to
consider consulting your doctor as longterm sleep deprivation can have serious
repercussions.

n
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NOURISH NIBBLES
Some interesting facts about sleep . . .
•	
The record for the longest period without sleep
is 18 days, 21 hours, 40 minutes during a rocking
chair marathon. The record holder reported
hallucinations, paranoia, blurred vision, slurred
speech and memory and concentration lapses.
•	A new baby typically results in 400-750 hours lost
sleep for parents in the first year.
•	
The continuous brain recordings that led to the
discovery of REM (rapid eye-movement) sleep
were not done until 1953, partly because scientists
involved were concerned about wasting paper.
•	REM sleep occurs in bursts totaling about two hours
per night, usually beginning about 90 minutes after
falling asleep.
•	
The National Roads and Motorists’ Association
estimates fatigue is involved in one in six fatal road
accidents.
•	Seventeen hours of sustained wakefulness leads to
a decrease in performance equivalent to a blood
alcohol-level of 0.05%.
•	
The 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill off Alaska, the
Challenger space shuttle disaster and the Chernobyl
nuclear accident have all been attributed to human
errors in which sleep-deprivation played a role.
•	Tiny luminous rays from a digital alarm clock can
be enough to disrupt the sleep cycle even if you do
not fully wake. The light turns off a “neural switch”
in the brain, causing levels of a key sleep chemical
to decline within minutes.
Information obtained from The National Sleep
Research Project – www.abc.net.au/science/sleep
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CAPLA
CAPLA Produces Results at 2013 Conference
Photos: Ingrid Hall/Katherine Matiko

CAPLA’s annual conference is a chance for members to gain
knowledge, develop skills and make valuable business
connections. This year’s conference, “Producing Results,”
attracted 550 people to Calgary’s Telus Convention Centre
May 15 and 16.

Thank you to everyone who helped make our 2013
conference a success. (clockwise from top left) a) Conference
Co-Chairs Carla Bruce and Cindy Ganong celebrate a job
well done; b) The conference guide kept us on track; c)
Andrew Fulford of Birchcliff Energy spoke about D-56,
Environment and Regulatory
Change; d) Broadcaster Jill
Same great company,
Belland entertained us during
Same great service,
lunch on May 15; e) Delicious
Brand new look!
dessert! f) Nancy Loraas was the
Since 1986, Pinnacle Consulting Services has supported the Oil & Gas industry with the placement of
breakfast keynote speaker; g)
over 400 professional consultants in:
Wayne Lannan introduces the Oil
•
Contract Analysis
•
Acquisitions and Divestiture
•
Mineral Land
•
Land Negotiations
and Gas Game; g) Delegates raise
•
Surface Land
•
Data / System Entry
a glass (of chocolate mousse) to
•
Joint Venture Agreements
•
Administrative Assistance
wrap up a great day!

n

in your Land Department. We will source the right talent to meet the needs of our clients.
If you are considering becoming a consultant, or you are in search of consultants for your upcoming
project or land department, please contact Pinnacle Consulting today!

www.pinnacleconsulting.ca
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CAPLA
Subcommittee Improves A&D Offerings
A report from the Education Committee, A&D Subcommittee
As a subcommittee to the CAPLA Education Development
Committee (EDC), the A&D Subcommittee works to
improve CAPLA’s education offerings as they pertain to
A&D. We do this by striving to increase and improve the
A&D related courses, educational events, online content,
and articles offered by CAPLA.
The Subcommittee is comprised of Alex Big Plume of
Devon, Charlene Misurelli of Harvest, Christine Dombroski
of Shell, Craig Brygidyr, Wendy Merriam of Penn West, and
its Co-Chairs, John Wallace of NuVista Energy, and Cody
McLean of Old Hill Oils. The Subcommittee has a good
mix of employees and consultants; management and staff;
representatives from large, mid-sized, and small companies;
and surface, mineral, and contracts experience. The A&D
Subcommittee meets the last Thursday of every month at
various locations.

To date, the Subcommittee has hosted open forums on issues
around IOGC and on Road Use. The Subcommittee has
overseen the implementation of the A&D Resource Center
on the CAPLA website and has begun the development of a
new surface-related A&D course to address a longstanding
need of our membership. In 2013, the Subcommittee will
also finalize two A&D-related articles for NEXUS and will
be hosting a Lunch ‘n Learn or Open Forum.
In addition to its agenda for 2013, the Subcommittee
annually reviews all A&D-related courses to ensure that
these remain relevant and current to our membership.
If you are interested in joining this or any education
subcommittee, please contact Cathy Miller at CAPLA.
The A&D Subcommittee would particularly welcome any
volunteers who wish to assist in the ongoing development
of our Surface A&D Course.

n

Here’s how we do it:

Scott Land & Lease
is The Industry’s
Top Land Company

It comes down to trust, experience, and
execution. Clients with projects of all sizes
and complexity trust Scott Land & Lease
because we offer:
• The largest, most experienced team
of land professionals in the industry
• Guaranteed quality work
• Competitive rates
Scott Land & Lease has acquired more
freehold minerals, crown leases, wellsites
and right of way in Western Canada than
any other land company over the past two
decades. Contact us to learn more about
the value of Scott Land & Lease to you
and your company.

www.scottland.ca
Calgary • Edmonton • Lloydminster
Regina • Grande Prairie • Fort St. John
Calgary (Head Office) 900, 202 – 6 Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2R9
Phone: 403- 261-1000
Toll free: 1-800-661-1618
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Leadership
My Leadership Journey
by Verna Moodie, CAPLA Honourary Lifetime Member
“Leaders aren’t born; they are made. And they are made just like
anything else, through hard work. And that’s the price we’ll have
to pay to achieve that goal, or any goal.” – Vince Lombardi

Leading is about developing people through work rather
than just managing work done by people. It is through
a delegation of work that people grow, increase their
knowledge, experience and receive recognition for a job
well done. As a team, we each bring our own expertise,
knowledge and experience as we work toward common
goals and results. I like to enable others to stretch themselves
in their roles. I try to give them the freedom to learn from
the work they are doing, doing it well and making mistakes.
When mistakes are made, it is then more important to focus
on the ‘fix’ rather than the ‘fault’. I believe that everyone
wants to do their jobs well, and that is made possible
when a leader has a vision that can be articulated clearly
and forcefully on every occasion. The highest calling of
leadership is the growth and development of people as
well as unlocking their potential to become better.
“Before you are a leader, success is all about growing yourself.
When you become a leader, success is all about growing others.”
– Jack Welch

I think that leaders must take responsibility for their own
development, rather than relying on their company.
My own development has occurred in many different
ways through time, both inside and outside my profession
and industry. I was not consciously aware that leadership
qualities were being developed and honed until many
years later. It was a variety of experiences from being
a reluctant class president in Grade 7; being involved
in projects and demonstrating situational leadership;
assuming leader positions in service clubs, community
organizations, church and even a bingo association. I
observed other leaders and picked the best bits for my
own leadership style.
I was honored to take a lead role in the development of
the Land Data Model for the Public Petroleum Data Model
Association, which is now being used by some companies
in Canada and globally.
My greatest honour and growth occurred during two terms
as CAPLA President. Although there were times when I felt
alone and made mistakes, I always had the support and
encouragement from my peers, friends
and family who saw leader qualities in
me that I did not readily see myself. It is
wonderful to have a cheerleading section
always there, cheering you on.
“The challenge of leadership is to be strong, but
not rude; be kind, but not weak; be bold, but not
bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy; be humble,
but not timid; be proud, but not arrogant; have
humor, but without folly.” – Jim Rohn

I think it is important to always remain
authentic in my leadership style and be
true to my set of values and beliefs. I must
also continue to have a passion for what I
do, where I work and for the people with
whom I work. When the passion is gone
and it becomes difficult to come to work
each day, it will be time to move on.
continued on page 26
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Volunteer Spotlight
Volunteer Spotlight: Alyssa Bruce
by Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member
Alyssa Bruce believes in
what CAPLA offers land
professionals and at the
same time understands the
association thrives on the
efforts of its volunteers.
“I continue to volunteer
for CAPLA as I am a strong
advocate for the association,”
she says. “CAPLA is a great
energy industry association
that promotes the land
profession
and
enables
members to network, as well as share ideas and information.”

NEVER THROW

ANYTHING OUT?

Alyssa started her career in the land asset management
industry in 2003 as a summer student working on her
commerce degree. She began to gain meaningful
experience in 2005 after joining a land broker full-time
upon graduation from the University of Calgary, and
joining CAPLA not long afterwards. Currently, she is a
Land Analyst with Strategic Oil & Gas Ltd.
The Knowledge Bank Refresher Committee was the first
CAPLA committee she joined, and she has been a member
since the committee’s inception.
She says that she joined because there is a need for the
Knowledge Bank. “I volunteered for this committee as I feel
that the Knowledge Bank webpage is a fantastic resource
for CAPLA members. At the time that I volunteered, it
required a structure and content update, as well as a reintroduction to the membership.”
Lisa Mendonsa and Echo Chapman are co-chairs of the
Knowledge Bank Refresher Committee. They agree that Alyssa’s
assistance in re-establishing the Knowledge Bank is invaluable.
“It was a collaborative effort on all accounts, but Alyssa
took the initiative to volunteer to keep the records of new
volunteers and bring to the meeting who they were and
why she thought they would be eligible to volunteer for
the Knowledge Bank,” says Lisa. “She did the research and
asked the questions prior to presenting to the committee
where we would then vote.”

THAT COULD BE A GOOD THING. If you
have information from former CAPLA
committees such as volunteer member
lists or other documents that may help
complete our records, the Volunteer
Records Committee wants to hear from
you. Please contact Christine McCaig at
christine.mccaig@shaw.ca.

“Alyssa acted as the point person for new Knowledge
Providers to contact. She provided information on what
we are looking for and obtained the information required
for a provider to be considered,” adds Echo.
Both Lisa and Echo say it was Alyssa’s willingness to
volunteer and motivation to follow through that first
caught their attention.
“She is always eager to take on new tasks if required,” says Echo.
continued on page 26
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Volunteer Spotlight
Volunteer Spotlight: Darren Venne
by Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member
Darren Venne volunteers
for CAPLA because the
association strives to do what
is right by its members.

Education Development Committee (EDC), mineral, surface,
contracts, and acquisitions and divestures were included.
However, no thought was initially given to the educational
needs around data and systems.

“CAPLA is a professional
organization that takes pride
in promoting itself and
its members to effectively
grow, build and enhance
opportunities for everyone,
including industry,” he says.

“I recognized a gap amongst data and how it could relate
or be interpreted amongst peers and within the industry,”
says Darren. “I saw the opportunities that technology
could provide, and wanted to work towards identifying as
many as possible to help make what we do better.”

Darren has been a member of
CAPLA for one year longer than he has been in land asset
management. His start in the industry was through a school
practicum in 2005, and he stayed on with the company
after graduating. He is presently Group Lead, Integrated
Surface Systems and Reporting at Cenovus Energy.
It was Darren’s belief in building and enhancing opportunities
that led him to his first volunteer opportunity with CAPLA.
When CAPLA first established the subcommittees of the

Darren approached Bente Nelson in 2010 about the disparity
he identified in CAPLA course offerings related to raising
awareness of data integrity in systems and the associated
benefits for organizations in business intelligence reporting
as well as understanding the impacts of bad data. At that time,
Darren reported to Bente at Cenovus, and she encouraged
him to develop a proposal for CAPLA and the EDC.
“Darren brings fresh ideas, a new perspective and significant
knowledge in systems, data and business reporting,” says
Bente. “As the Past President of CAPLA, I appreciate
that Darren was able to identify an opportunity for our
organization — one that transcends and
supports development opportunities
across all of our diverse membership, not
just a specific functional group.”
CAPLA CEO Cathy Miller agrees that
Darren’s insight was invaluable to the
eventual formation of the Data and
Systems subcommittee.
“(When first creating the EDC,) we hadn’t
considered the educational needs around
data and systems even though it impacts
everyone working in land,” she says.
“Darren reminded the EDC that a good
understanding of data and systems is vital
to everyone working in land, and that he
felt it would be best addressed with its
own subcommittee.”
continued on page 26
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CAPLA
Communications Specialist Joins CAPLA
I am pleased to introduce
myself as CAPLA’s new
Communications Specialist.
Since joining the staff in
mid-April, I have been
learning the ropes, meeting
members and assisting the
NEXUS Editorial and Social
Media Committees with
their ongoing work.
I am very excited to join
CAPLA at this particular
time in its history. As
CAPLA develops new strategies to enhance the profile
of land asset management, I look forward to lending my
skills and ideas to the process.
Katherine Matiko, CAPLA
Communications Specialist

I bring more than 20 years of communications experience
in the non-profit sector, with previous positions in
government, health, charities and education. I love helping
organizations tell their stories through publications,
websites and social media. My expertise includes
writing, graphic and website design, photography, print
production, communications planning, media relations,
and internal and external communications.
Working in a newly-created position is a wonderful
opportunity to get in on the ground floor of many exciting
initiatives, and I can’t wait to meet more members as we
work together to meet our organizational goals. Please
contact me at katherine@caplacanada.org if you have
ideas about how we can raise the profile of the profession,
if you require assistance with a graphic design project or
need a photograph taken of your committee or event.

n
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Leadership Journey…

continued from page 22

Leadership is about encouraging others and boosting
morale during very difficult times, such as the downturns
in our industry and personal tragedies.
Leadership is about seeing a need for change, of course
for the right reasons, influencing direction and decisions,
helping others to see and understand the desired outcome
and results, motivating others to work towards the
common goal, rolling up our sleeves and helping and then
celebrating success with all of those involved.

Volunteer Spotlight, Bruce…

“A leader is best when people barely know he/she exists,
when his/her work is done, his/her aim fulfilled, they will
say: we did it ourselves.” – Lao Tzu

n

continued from page 23

“Alyssa brings her drive and enthusiasm to the Knowledge
Bank Refresher Committee,” says Lisa. “It is people like
Alyssa who you need on your committee to make sure
they are accountable and show up.”
They point to the time when the committee was trying to
get the Knowledge Bank Provider List on the web as an
example of Alyssa’s ingenuity.
“There were many last-minute changes,” says Lisa.
“Instead of waiting for our monthly meeting, she took the
initiative to create the list that was the most up to date and
accurate, so that CAPLA members would be able to utilize
this feature on the web sooner rather than later.”
Alyssa says she is gratified to be a volunteer, especially after the
almost-immediate reaction of members to an e-Bulletin sent last
year calling for volunteers to become Knowledge Bank Providers.

Volunteer Spotlight, Venne…

We all have leadership qualities and capabilities. It is a
case of becoming aware, seizing an opportunity, a desire
to make a difference, continually growing and developing
and then look outward to community, company and world!

“I was amazed at the overwhelming response from CAPLA
members expressing interest in volunteering and making
themselves available as a resource to the membership for
questions within their realm of expertise,” she says. “It
reinforced the committee’s sentiments of the importance
of the Knowledge Bank as a member resource.”
She says membership response also reinforced her decision
to volunteer and strengthen her advocacy of CAPLA.
“I appreciate the vast array of educational opportunities
and events that CAPLA offers throughout the year, and have
found the members to be enthusiastic about the profession
and eager to support one another,” she says, adding that
it has been a pleasure to be a part of a group like CAPLA
and the Knowledge Bank Refresher Committee.

n

continued from page 24

“He presented the value of creating a committee that
focussed on knowledge and education around systems
and data,” says Lori Beaulieu, who sits on the Data and
Systems Subcommittee with Darren. “This was a unique
idea as it was not related to the technical skills around
land, but industry dealing with systems and applications
and the issues/concerns that come with data integrity.”
The EDC agreed, and the Data and Systems Subcommittee
was launched in July 2011.
“It’s not easy to start something from scratch, and volunteering
to do so shows the commitment he has to his ideals, visions
and promoting this to the CAPLA membership,” says Lori.
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“The great thing about Darren is that he has a passion in
this area, and is always willing to educate others and give
his time in order for the committees to reach their goals.”
Darren is the current Co-Chair of the Data and Systems
Subcommittee, and says that its formation is satisfying.
“Seeing the subcommittee come together and build ideas
and combine visions was a real eye-opener for me,” he
says. “There is definitely passion around this line of work
(systems and data), and leveraging that passion and having
others to work with has definitely made me want to work
harder at making all of our dreams a reality.”
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CAPLA would like to thank our P&NG Tenure
Information Exchange Sponsors

Cenovus Energy is a Canadian oil company. We are committed to
applying fresh, progressive thinking to safely and responsibly unlock
energy resources the world needs. Our operations include oil sands
projects in northern Alberta, which use specialized methods to drill
and pump the oil to the surface, and established natural gas and oil
production in Alberta and Saskatchewan. We also have 50 percent
ownership in two U.S. refineries.
Working with CAPLA allows us to facilitate and support the ongoing
professional development of employees working in administration,
contract analysis and asset management roles in the upstream oil
and gas industry. Cenovus is also pleased to work with CAPLA to
provide members with opportunities for networking, education and
access to the most current industry information.

CAPLA would like to thank our 2013 Conference Sponsors
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Warning: Our data has gone mobile
(You may never return to the office)

Now, get geoLOGIC’s value-added data almost any place, any time,
any way you want it. Available through gDCweb on your tablet,
smartphone or computer.
With 30 years of data experience behind it, gDC is the source for high
quality, value-added well and land data from across Western Canada and
the Northern United States. Another plus – our data is accessible through
an expanding range of industry software utilizing our own easy-to-use
gDC GIS and our geoSCOUT software.
View, search, import and export well, land and production data,
documents, logs and more from almost anywhere. For more information
visit our website at www.geoLOGIC.com

Leading the way with customer-driven data, integrated software
and services for your upstream decision-making needs.
geoSCOUT | gDC | petroCUBE at www.geoLOGIC.com

